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Students Encounter Problems at the Polls
Republican poll watchers
at Precinct 20 target
student voters
Many befuddled by ID requirements
Alix Dunn
Guest Writer

Republican poll watchers set their sights on CC students at
Precinct 20 polling site, challenging the eligibility and proof
of residency of many and forcing some to cast provisional
ballots during Tuesday’s election.
In response to second-hand accounts of the trouble CC
students were encountering when trying to vote, Chris
Melcher, the legal counsel for the school, went to the polls. “I
spoke directly to the head election judge . . . She confirmed
that some CC students were challenged by ‘overly aggressive
poll watchers,’ but that she spoke to the poll watchers herself
and made sure that the behavior stopped,” Melcher said.
“I strongly believe that this is a systematic attempt by the
Republican party and the campaign of Kyle Fisk to suppress
the student vote,” said Mark Johnson, a CC History professor
and Democratic poll watcher.
Tyler Adam, a CC senior, saw Fisk at the Precinct 20 polling
site the morning of the election. “He was whispering to a poll
watcher, who then went to speak to the election judge,” said
Adam.
The poll watcher challenged the eligibility of CC voters
after many came to the polls with questionable forms of
identification. After 10 minutes of confusion and the ruling
of an election official, the challenge from the Republican poll
watcher was denied and CC students were then allowed to
cast ballots.
After the judge ruled against the poll watcher’s challenge,
Fisk began “yelling on the phone and talking about petitioning
against the judge’s decision,” Adam said.
According to Rob Jones, a Democratic attorney who stood
by during the election, it is not clear whether a candidate
being inside the polling site is legal, but he added, “If he were
my client, I would tell him not to go in. It’s just stupid . .
. I think they’re paying particular attention to this precinct
because it is a Democratic stronghold. I doubt this is going on
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Democratic lawyer Rob Jones collects information from students outside of the Precinct 20 polls. for
a potential suit on behalf of 25 students who were turned away from voting.

in Briargate,” he said.
When asked about the poll watcher’s aggressive challenges,
Fisk said that they were instrumental in protecting the
integrity of the election. “It is not only their right to challenge
potentially ineligible voters, it is their responsibility,” he said.
“If a student doesn’t live in the district, [he] shouldn’t be able
to vote in that district.” Fisk added that he hoped all eligible
voters could cast a ballot and have “their voices heard.”
“Republicans were challenging everyone,” said Kai
Schwartz, a CC junior and Democratic poll watcher.
Democrat Mike Merrifield, the House District 18
Representative incumbent who defeated Republican Kyle
Fisk on Tuesday, expressed frustration over the poll watchers’
vigilance. “It’s outrageous, cowardly, and disgusting,” he

“It’s outrageous, cowardly, and
disgusting.”
Mike Merrifield
House District 18 Rep.
said on election night. “It goes to show how desperate the
Republican Party is to intimidate voters rather than win on
merits.”
Some students were turned away despite the fact that they
presented valid identification. CC student Rebecca Siegel
presented a jury summons to prove her eligibility, but was
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Mice, skunks,
and death threats
Alix Dunn
Guest Writer
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Last Saturday night, the Worner Center hosted Battle of the Bands. The
people danced. They drank too much free beer. Everyone was merry. And
some . . . left with glory:
Win: boRDeRline DeliCious, Place: ChRoniCles oF gnaRma, show: loveseat
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On the eve of Tuesday’s election, vandals
spread skunk oil on door handles,
handrails, and the American flag and
released a small fleet of mice in the
campaign headquarters of Jay Fawcett,
the Democratic candidate who ran for
Colorado’s U.S. Congressional District
5.
“We’ve caught three so far, and we’re
working on the others,” Fawcett said
in a jovial way despite the intensity of
election night. Fawcett received his third
death threat of the campaign on Election
Day. “This one was bad enough that
we reported it to the police,” Fawcett
remarked.
The Democratic candidate lost to
Republican Doug Lamborn, who will go to
Washington to represent the Republicanheavy District 5.

Jay Fawcett conceded defeat in the race
for the District 5 congressional seat at
Phantom Canyon.
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The infamous Phish frontman plays solo at
Fox Theater in Boulder.
The importance of respecting boundaries.
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Rev. Ted Arthur Haggard: “I’m a sinner”
Nick WaggoNer
Staff Writer

The New Life service began with the
usual pomp and circumstance, with
jumbotrons blazing the crucifix in
.jpg fomat and laser lights cutting
through artificial fog. Onstage,
the band belted out rock classics
like “Blessed Be Your Name” and
“Great is Thy Faithfulness” as
ribbon dancers flew through the air
behind. But last Sunday, November
5, the crowd wasn’t there for the
mosh pit, the disco balls, or the large
televisions. They came to see the
church defend itself in the face of a
national scandal.
The crowd had read about it in
the paper, and they saw it on the
news. Senior pastor and New Life
Church founder Ted Haggard was
under the floodlights for his possible
connection with a homosexual
prostitute and use of crystal meth.
Last Sunday, journalists and
worshippers alike packed the 7,500person stadium to hear a defense
from this evangelical institution.
After half an hour of bass and
treble from the band, interim pastor
Ross Parsley came onstage and
asked all elementary school kids to
leave the room. As he read Timothy
5:21 off of his Blackberry phone,
the words came onto the projection
screen behind him.
“I command you in the sight of
God, and Christ Jesus, and the chosen
angels, that you observe these things
without prejudice, doing nothing by
partiality.”
“He was saying, ‘Don’t jump to

Reverend Haggard’s admissions upset a stunned congregation at New Life Church.
men’s sins are evident, preceding
them to judgment, and some also
follow later.”
“They basically said that
everybody sins,” explained senior
Christy Lynn. “Sometimes you get
caught, sometimes you don’t. Their
message was, ‘Don’t think you’re
above this.’”

Ted Haggard was under the floodlights for
his possible connection with a homosexual
prostitue and use of crystal meth.
conclusions about Pastor Ted.’ Just
because all the newspapers say he’s
been doing sex, drugs, and rock and
roll, doesn’t mean he has,” explained
junior Max Kislevitz.
Parsley continued with another
reading from Timothy 5:24. “Some

After several other readings, the
crowd welcomed four leaders from
the World Prayer Center, a New Life
organization, onto the stage. Larry
Stockstill, a leader of the Bethany
branch, walked to the microphone
and read a letter from Haggard
addressed to the congregation.

“The fact is, I am guilty of sexual
immorality, and I take responsibility
for the entire problem,” explained
Haggard’s letter.
Toward the end of the letter, the
former pastor made several requests
of his followers, one of which asked
for forgiveness.
“I am so embarrassed and
ashamed. I caused this and I have no
excuse. I am a sinner. I have fallen. I
desperately need to be forgiven and
healed.”
“The congregation seemed really
sympathetic,” explained Lynn.
“The leaders were saying, ‘Look,
everyone—we all love Pastor Ted,
but he’s made a mistake and he’s
got to go.’ And while I expected the
church to deny the accusations, they
were very upright.”
At the conclusion of the letter,
Parsley joined the other four

“For New Life, it’s as
simple as ‘Pastor Ted
was tempted by the
devil.’ ”
Senior Christy Lynn
onstage.
“It’s okay to have emotions,” he
explained. “To be mad. But we can
move on. I want the world, [which]
is watching us, to say ‘Hey, there’s a
church that’s doing it right.’”
Yet several CC students in
attendance felt that simply dismissing
Haggard was shortsighted.
“The weirdest part is that they
didn’t acknowledge that he is gay,”
commented junior Meg Cancila.
“They only talked about sexual
immorality, and kind of skirted the
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issue. They explained that he is on
‘the path to reform,’ which ignores
that homosexuality is part of who he
is.”
Lynn expressed a similar
sentiment.
“The church talked about
‘immoral sexual conduct,’ and it’s
disheartening that they didn’t talk
about the actual illegal conduct
like meth use and prostitution. For
New Life, it’s as simple as ‘Pastor
Ted was tempted by the devil,’
when they should have been more
willing to confront the issue of
homosexuality.”
As tears ran down the cheeks of
many audience members, Stockstill
reminded the crowd, “Do not think
that Ted is the only person who has
sinned. There are many more whose
sins have yet to be judged.”

Women in Agriculture join EnAct to discuss farming
DaNa cappelloNi
Guest Writer

Everybody eats. That is the
motivation behind a year-long,
student-initiated
series
called
Food-Chained, which formed as a
committee of Environmental Action
(EnAct) after a brainstorming
session between Laura Parker
and Sara Rubin, whose respective
interests in agriculture derive from
very different backgrounds.
“My interest in food systems
didn’t even exist until I came to CC,
and I want everybody who lives for
some time in such an agriculturally
rich—with so many unique
agricultural problems—region to
gain some understanding of where
their food comes from,” said Rubin.
Interest in food at Colorado
College has been on the rise in
recent years. A CCCA committee
formed in spring 2006 to evaluate
campus food service, and the
Venetucci Farm/CC Farm project
was undertaken in fall 2005.
Parker and Rubin aim to educate
Colorado College and the larger
community on the production and
consumption of food. The duo,

with the help of a small committee,
have organized keynote speakers
and panels throughout the 2006-07
school year to address the effects
of food upon culture, the economy,
and the environment. Speakers
will include Alan Savory, creator
of Holistic Range Management,
International;
Michael
Pollan,
author of the bestselling Omnivore’s
Dilemma and Botany of Desire; and
a mix of local food activists, antihunger advocates, farmers, ranchers,
and food retailers.
On November 7, Food-Chained
presented the third event of their
series, “Women in Agriculture.”
This panel—moderated by Allison
Hobbs, a Colorado College staff
member from the international
studies program, and funded by
the Venture Grant Committee and
FemCo—presented students with an
intimate arena for discussion with
four female farmers.
Each of the panelists manages their
own farms, which vary from natural
to FDA-certified organic farms.
Discussion centered on a plethora
of issues, such as discrimination in

a male-dominated field, on-site
ecological issues, and the overt
interruption of supply and demand
by large corporations.
The four panelists presented
students with specialized concerns
and issues respective to their
farm. While the majority of the
panelists unanimously spoke to
the ‘involvement of the corporate’
and to the ethics (or lack thereof)
surrounding GMOs and water
shares, each woman spoke to her
individual efforts. “There’s no
one to tell you what to do when
you’re a farmer—you’re on your
own,” said Becky Jabernack, one
of the four speakers.
After the initial questionand-answer series, the panel was
opened to discussion. Students
engaged in direct dialogue with the
farmers and posed questions specific
to their interest levels. Topics
ranged from questions of sales
and production to questions about
farmer/consumer
relationships.
Susan Gordon, one of the four
panelists, spoke to the importance
of a relationship with the consumer,
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Women farmers discuss food production with CC students.

and said that when consumers can
put a face to their food, they are more
likely to embrace a local lifestyle
because they see the people they are
supporting. Gordon explained that
good food aids a healthy lifestyle,
and it is up to the farmers to provide
to their customers with quality
goods.
Kim Wiley, another one of
the panelists, pitched in, “Eating

is an ethical act, and we have a
responsibility to eat and shop for our
food mindfully.”
“The whole emphasis of this
series is on the interdisciplinary
nature of food and agriculture, and
the [perspective] presented in this
panel is only one of many that
we hope to present throughout the
whole year,” said Rubin.
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Prof. awarded prize for poetry

Jane Hilberry devotes 15 years to Body Painting
Matt Baer
Staff Writer

As she sat in her eclectically
decorated office, the sun beaming
through her window, Jane Hilberry,
co-chair of the English Department
and professor of English at Colorado
College, explained that her book
Body Painting had only one review
on amazon.com. The review warned
prospective buyers not to purchase
the book if they were interested in
the art of body painting.
Despite not pleasing an amazon.
com customer, Hilberry’s book was
chosen from six other finalists to
receive the Colorado Book Award in
the poetry category on October 18 at
the Denver Center for Performing
Arts.
The book is a collection of
Hilberry’s poems from the past 15
years, with the body as “one theme
that runs consistently throughout
the book.” While the book may
not instruct one how to paint their
body—or even discuss the art form
of body painting—the title holds
significance to the content inside.
“[The poems concern] the
body as a source of wisdom, and
the body as a canvas for art,” said
Hilberry.
George Butte, professor of
English and Associate Chair of the
English Department at Colorado
College, said, “Jane’s award is a
wonderful recognition of a superb
poet. All of us in the English
department are terrifically proud of
her.”
The concept for the book and
some of its poems began 15 years
ago, but the majority of the poems
come from the past 10 years,

“[The poems concern] the body as a
source of wisdom, and the body as a
canvas for art.”
Professor Jane Hilberry
according to Hilberry. Most of the
poems in the collection have been
revised multiple times.
“I spent a long, long, long time
working of the sequence of the
poems. I wanted it to really feel
unified,” said Hilberry.
Sequence and order were
essential to Hilberry for this book.
One judge told her the coherence of
the poems in the collection played a
large part in its coice as the award

years ago,” she said.
Hilberry also credits a group of
poets called “What Would Lorca
Do?”—of which she is a member—
as helping develop and improve her
collection. The group was formed
two years ago, and their name comes
from the saying “What Would Jesus
Do?” The group replaced Jesus with
Lorca, a 20th century Spanish poet.
Five other Front Range poets—
Aaron Anstett, David Keplinger,
Jennifer Koiter, Rebecca
LaRoche, and Jake
“There are so many
York—joined Hilberry
in creating a poetry
competing demands in
workshop. The members
most people’s lives. [The presented the group
with different works and
award] makes me say,
book manuscripts to be
‘Okay, I need to take this critiqued.
“I could tell after the
seriously.’”
first meeting that this
was a very smart group,”
Hilberry
said Hilberry.
Of the five members
recipient, according to Hillberry. with book manuscripts, four of them
Nonetheless, Hilberry said she had were published, all within months
“never read collections of poems of each other. Three were chosen
[with such emphasis on sequence].” as finalists in the Colorado Book
“I really had to teach myself how Award poetry category.
to read and organize poems like
Hilberry is now in the process of
that,” said Hilberry.
writing another book of poetry. She
Despite the book’s success, the hopes to finish this one faster than
manuscript was rejected multiple Body Painting.
times by different publishers.
When asked about the theme of
Hilberry said that the book’s initial her next book, Hilberry said, “The
failures ultimately produced the way I work, it is going to have to
most success. “The book is much emerge [on its own].”
better than it would have been five
Hilberry plans to continue
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English professor Jane Hilberry with her award-winning
book of poetry, Body Painting.

teaching at Colorado College,
but said this about the Colorado
Book Award: “There are so many
competing demands in most
people’s lives. [The award] makes
me say, ‘Okay, I need to take this
seriously.’”
Butte offered the following
description of Hilberry’s book.
“I read the book when it was first

published, and found Jane’s voice,
as always, remarkably intense, lean,
and lyrical. She has a special gift
for imagery that evokes the body
and the physical world in which
feelings take shape. I hope now her
book will find new readers for Jane’s
poetry of embodied feeling.”

Scrutiny and election bureaucracy delay morning voters
“The whole goal of the Republican poll
watcher was to stop me from voting . . . I felt
specifically targeted because I’m young. They
were picking on me.”
CC Senior Daniel Siegel
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>> continued from front page
turned away by officials.
According to Colorado Election
Law, a jury summons is sufficient
ID. Outside of the polls, Jones told
her that the ID should be accepted,
she got back in line, and was
allowed to cast her ballot. Another
student who tried to use a jury
summons was forced to fill out a
provisional ballot.
It took Daniel Siegel, a CC senior,

three trips to First Presbyterian
Church to prove his Colorado
residency. He went to the polls at
9:15 a.m. with an Illinois driver’s
license and an election judge told
him that his ID was not enough
proof of residency.
Siegel left the polls and went to
Sunflower Realty, the management
company that owns his apartment.
Sunflower printed a bill that
included rent, trash pick-up and
utilities. Sunflower bill in hand,

Siegel returned to the polls, but the
election judge greeted him with
skepticism.
At that point, a Republican poll
watcher walked over to the election
judge and challenged Siegel’s
eligibility. “[The poll watcher]
was hovering behind the judge and
looking over her shoulder,” Siegel
said. “It was very intimidating and
really awkward. She never made eye
contact with me.” Because the bill
was not issued by a governmental

organization, Siegel was turned
away again.
Siegel left the polling site for the
second time, drove to CC, and got a
letter certifying that he is a student
and therefore a resident. “They
gave me the certificate and put this
stamp of approval on it,” Siegel
said. He returned to the polls with
his letter from the registrar, but he
was turned away again because CC
is a private institution.
Frustrated but determined, Siegel
returned to Sunflower to get a copy
of the Colorado Springs utility bill
for his apartment. He returned and
approached the election judge.
The Republican poll watcher
then challenged his vote. “They
made me take this oath and sign
this document saying that I was a
resident,” Siegel said. “It was so
frustrating because they flipped
through the lists of registered voters
and I saw my name. But they were
trying to stop me from voting.”
Siegel was finally allowed to vote.
“The whole goal of the
Republican poll watcher was to
stop me from voting. From the way

I dress, it is obvious that I don’t
vote Republican. I felt specifically
targeted because I’m young. They
were picking on me,” Siegel said.
“Because of the distinction
between public and private
institutions, a UCCS student with a
letter from the school’s registrar can
vote, but a CC student with a letter
from the registrar’s office cannot,”
Jones said. In 2004, the polling
site accepted letters from the CC
Registrar as proof of residency.
Jones is considering filing
suit against the local Clerk and
Recorder’s Office or the Secretary
of State—or both—on behalf of 25
students who were turned away or
forced to vote provisionally despite
the fact that they had proof of
residency.
“The problems in the 2004
election were different. This year
was arguably worse. If the turnout
had been bigger, this election could
have been hellish . . . I’m not sure
what to do about it, but we’ve got
to fix this problem for the 2008
election,” Jones said.
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Sex Q&A
with Dr. Love

QueSTION:
Dear Dr. Love, every time my girlfriend
and I have sex she never has an orgasm
but I always do. When I go down on her,
however, things go really well. She says
that she doesn’t mind not orgasaming
when we have sex, and that it’s not just
me this has happened with. I am, however,
starting to feel really guilty. What should
I do?
-Over-Sexed
ANSwer:
Dear Over-Sexed, your frustrations are
more common then you may think.
Many women do not experience frequent
orgasms from intercourse. This is not your
fault—it’s just how it goes sometimes.
If your girlfriend enjoys it when you go
down on her, then make sure to keep that
up. Maybe try doing this before you have
sex or right after; that way, she may feel
more connected to the whole sex process.
I wouldn’t beat yourself up too much about
this. As she said, it isn’t you—it’s just
that the female body is kind of a mystery
sometimes. If you are willing to work with
it, the results are usually very rewarding.
If you’re concerned that your girlfriend is
not experiencing enough love’n, perhaps
you need to schedule time this weekend
that is dedicated to some good old fun. If
she knows that you care about making her
happy, chances are she will keep caring
about your happiness, too.
-Dr. LoveQueSTION:
Dear Dr. Love, I am concerned about
getting STDs. Do you think that it is safer
to wear two condoms instead of one?
-WorriedANSwer:
Dear Worried, wearing two condoms at a
time is not the answer, unless you want to
have completely unejoyable sex in which
you feel like someone is squeezing the
life out of your penis. Also, due to the
friction caused by wearing more than one
condom, there is a much greater risk of
the condoms breaking. That being said, I
would recommend that that you ask your
partners to get tested before you have sex
with them. This is really the safest way to
go, even if it can be difficult to ask. You
might also consider getting tested yourself
every six months or so. It is still a good
idea to use a condom all the time, but one
is plenty, really.
-Dr. Love-

Write for

The Catalyst
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See your name in the paper.
Learn about journalism.
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Trey ANASTASIO:

Live at Fox Theater

Will laWrence
Guest Writer

Anybody fortunate enough to have reveled
in the spontaneity, extravagance, and musical
energy of the Phish experience probably
understands that seeing Trey play the Fox
Theatre in Boulder is a very rare opportunity.
As the primary composer of Phish’s eclectic,
often complex repertoire and the mad genius
responsible for their formulaic interplay
of jarring tension and sweet release, Trey
Anastasio has served as the adopted father of
the jamband scene since Jerry Garcia passed
on that torch in 1995.
Trey’s masterful and effortless guitar work,
which shifts from the frantic to the frightening
to the beautiful before arriving—not one
moment too early—at his signature, energysoaked climax, has defined an entire generation
of young musicians in the neo-garage, neojamband world. Those of us who once tiptoed
and twirled through the enchanted undersea
Phish forest remember that Trey’s playing was
the sunlight that shined through the leaves,
and his compositions were the water itself.
Each member of Phish has remained quite
active since Phish’s demise in 2004, usually
in some sort of all-star collaboration—such
as Mike Gordon’s recent stint playing with
Grateful Dead drummers Mickey Hart and
Bill Kreutzman, or Page McConnell’s tours
with drummer Russell Batiste from the Meters
and highly acclaimed Oteil Burbridge, bass
player extraordinaire. Of course, when it
comes to these new projects, one must put his
expectations to rest. These aren’t individual
attempts to recreate the glory of Phish; they
are new ventures with distinct arrangements,
motives, and points of arrival and departure.
Despite this, as I stood outside the Fox, I
distinctly recall my desire to feel the classic
energy overload inherent in any of Phish’s
more epic guitar-led improvisations from
the Phish days. Clearly my yearning was
unreasonable, and in truth I was ultimately
there because I am certain that Trey is one of
the foremost composers, guitar players, and
bandleaders on the scene. Love Phish or hate
Phish, the supreme genius and mastery Trey
displayed in his composing and guitar work
puts him amongst the most influential and
intellectually progressive artists and minds of
our generation.
Don’t get me wrong. My purpose here
is not to simply laud Trey, whose musical
creativity and complexity apparently declined
in proportion to Phish’s steadily increasing
popularity during the last decade of their career.
Phish fans have only reacted halfheartedly to
Trey’s recent solo projects. 70-Volt Parade
was the quintet with whom Trey toured in the
summer of 2005, and while they put on an
entertaining rock show, they left something to
be desired for those who were so familiar with
the musical and dynamic unity of Phish.
To be realistic, Trey will never lack an
audience, and most Phish fans would line
up around the block to watch Trey perform
an oboe recital featuring the music of Kenny
G simply because he is Trey. The real icing
on the gooball, if you will, for this particular
show was that the Fox has a capacity of only
700 people, a far cry from the 20,000+ person
arena, amphitheatre, and festival shows I saw
from 1997 until their breakup in 2004. This
truly was a hot ticket. In mid-September I
drove to Boulder to buy advance tickets, and of
the six people with whom I stood in line, only
one of us was able to purchase them. More
than three quarters of the fans who showed up
for tickets left empty-handed.
There were a few changes in particular that
left me satisfied with Trey’s newest band and
certain that it’s one of his best solo projects
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Trey Anastasio of Phish fame jams at a recent concert.

to date. In 70-Volt Parade there was a distinct
lack of unity; it appeared as though the band
hadn’t played together enough to really move
comfortably as a single unit. One of Phish’s
most redeeming and distinctive qualities
was the fact that they all listened closely and
equally to each other as they played, allowing
them to spontaneously shift gears and alter the
overall mood of any given song. If Trey were
playing a guitar solo, the other three members
would react and respond to the energy and
atmosphere appropriately and in conjunction
with one another. In 70-Volt Parade, this
concept of truly playing together as a band
had disappeared.
At the Fox, I was thrilled to find that this
problem was nonexistent in Trey’s new band.
Although his keyboardist had not changed,
Trey replaced his drummer and bassist, the
two instruments that serve as the foundation
for the rest of the group. They cannot compare
to Phish’s legendary rhythm section of Jon
Fishman and Mike Gordon, but Trey’s new
drummer and bassist were considerably more
dynamic than 70-Volt Parade, moving more
cohesively with the rise and fall in energy
that Trey put forth. When Trey built up to a
climax or brought it back down, his new band
actively listened and appropriately responded.
While some of Trey’s other bands have played
a lesser role, his current group was not afraid
to offer or react to his spontaneity.
I have been apprehensive about and critical
of Trey’s projects since Phish called it quits,
and I’m glad to report that Trey’s own efforts
onstage did not disappoint. During Phish’s last

few tours, Trey’s playing was unpredictable,
at times hinting at brilliance and at other times
littered with mistakes. It seemed to me then
that Trey was trying too hard to play with the
technical perfection and youthful energy that
he possessed in the early 90s, and was coming
up short.
With his new band at the Fox, I wasn’t
witnessing Trey as a caricature of his old
self. He is now playing in a more controlled,
mature style, toning down the jazzier side of
his playing and emphasizing the pure rock
n’ roll. His new songs generally just fall into
the category of rock, and his guitar playing
has transformed accordingly. Throughout
the show, the band hinted at the tension and
release style of jamming, with controlled
chaos culminating in familiar energetic peaks
as Trey would play and sustain a triumphant
high note—the triumphant high note that
made Phish shows such gloriously vigorous
experiences.
Like any other Phish fan, I went to this
show secretly hoping that Trey’s new band
would just be a reincarnation of Phish, would
embody their unified musical movement and
climactic energy, and would possess the humor
and natural impulsiveness that we used to love
so much about them. Of course, I was setting
myself up for disappointment—but I found
salvation in the fact that this band is different,
and that Trey is not chasing after his old guitar
playing. He has moved on to a new style, new
band, and new musical destination, and until
Phish’s inevitable reunion tour, it looks like I
need to move on, too.
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The Prestige >> Not Just Another Movie Review
Rip Empson
Scene Editor

What is it about bigger budgets,
Hollywood’s
blessing,
and
mainstream success that can turn
a brilliant, innovative director into
just another guy behind the camera?
Don’t get me wrong. I loved Mel’s
Waterworld, which cost $175
million dollars to make. In 1995.
Now think about what that would
cost after 10 years of inflation. I
know. Waterworld ain’t that good.
In 2000, Christopher Nolan made
a movie based on his brother’s short
story called Memento. Memento is a
gritty noir—filmed both in black and
white and in color, and presented in
reverse chronological order—that
traces a man suffering from extreme
amnesia through his quest to find his
wife’s murderer.
Nolan uses the reverse order of
the narrative to hook the audience,
as the climactic finale happens at
the film’s beginning; however, the
narrative device is adeptly surpassed
by the way Nolan explores the
story’s emotionally resonant twists
and themes, framed most poignantly
as the methods we use, and the
extent to which we will push, to
deceive ourselves. As the main
character deceives himself, we too
are deceived, with only rare hints
as to what is real. The film leads us
to believe we are getting one thing,
but in the end, we are smacked with
something completely different—
the unexpected.
In his new movie, The Prestige,
it is clear that Christopher Nolan’s
budget is far greater than the $5
million that went into making
Memento, and so is his presentation.
Hugh Jackman, Michael Caine,

Courtesy of outnow.ch

Christian Bale and Hugh Jackman in Christopher Nolan’s new film, The Prestige.

Scarlett Johansson, David Bowie,
and Christian Bale, as the main
actors, immediately represent a
step away from realism, bringing
preconceptions, Hollywood glitz,

And I think the audience regrets
this movement away from disorder,
intrigue, and deception.
In The Prestige, Rupert Angier
(Hugh Jackman) and Alfred Borden

“Nolan’s style and approach have changed
noticeably as his projects have become
more mainstream . . . Go see Borat.”
and rock stardom into a story that
needs none of the above. Nolan’s
style and approach have changed
noticeably as his projects have
become more mainstream—they
have become much more direct.

(Christian Bale) are rival nineteenthcentury magicians. The movie begins
with Angier and Borden as friends
and colleagues, until Angier holds
Borden accountable for the death of
his wife in a tragic incident onstage.

From then on, the two men become
obsessed with revenge, foiling and
sabotaging each other’s solo acts in
an intense portrayal of some serious
magic-filled one-upsmanship.
Angier is driven to the ends of the
earth—aptly, Colorado Springs—to
discover the magic behind Borden’s
premiere trick, the Transported
Man. There he meets Nikola Tesla,
a mysterious scientist (played by
David Bowie) who helps him build
a machine that will ostensibly
help him outdo his rival. Here the
movie switches from realistic to
science fiction, and I will leave it
to the viewer to decide whether
this transition is valuable, or even
acceptable.

Though the film plays with the
same deception that is ubiquitous
in Memento, it is not as successful.
Nolan is too direct in presenting the
film’s narrative as a magic trick itself.
It is too gimmicky, and the audience
discovers the secret fairly early on
and is left unsurprised by the final
“tada!” Sure, it is difficult in any
creative enterprise to choose what
the audience sees, reads, or hears.
Intrinsically, one is eliminating
possibilities, and the choice as to
what should be conveyed is a heavy
one.
Magic itself relies so heavily
on what the audience is actually
shown—it lives and dies by what is
hidden and what remains in view.
Magic must display something
to the audience that makes the
impossible possible, while leaving
the trick or the secret out of view,
off camera, and offstage. Though
the audience may know there is a
realistic explanation behind every
piece of magic, the trick should
leave the audience feeling helpless
and confused—searching for the
answer.
The chief problem with The
Prestige is that Nolan has lost his
sleight of hand. What is shown to
the audience is not convincing—it
does not quite transform reality into
impossibility, often because it is too
direct. There is not enough illusion.
Some great acting almost saves the
movie, but Nolan’s late attempt at
character development is exactly
that: a late attempt to pull a rabbit
out of a hat. Beyond the magicians’
obsessions, there is nothing to hold
on to. The audience loses interest in
the characters and waits for the final
curtain to fall. Go see Borat.

Fall Dance Workshop This Weekend
HailEy Eck
Staff Writer

Dance Workshop’s fall show,
Nice Shoes . . . Wanna Dance?
is innovative, stimulating and
refreshing with something for
everyone.
The program takes you on a
journey, starting with “Insatiable,”
as choreographer Emily Van Brunt
dances to music by Sarah McLachlan.
The music alone is poignant, but Van
Brunt and her talented dancers take
the piece to another level of exotic
sensuality.

Upcoming Dance Workshop
co-chair Amy Rubin premieres her
choreography skills in the third
piece, “Where are you going with
this...?” In the program, she writes
to her dancers, “You girls have
perfect beat”—and they do. This
piece is powerful. We can only look
forward to the semesters with Rubin
as a leader of Dance Workshop.
Not to be overlooked, current
co-Chairs Hannah Cooper, Coral
Cutts-Montgomery, and Christine
McGarvey also deliver quality
performances. The piece “Can you

Summer 2007 in Paris
A multitude of undergraduate, credit-bearing courses
Two 5-week Sessions
Fast Track Intensives
French Immersions

www.aup.edu

hear me now?” carries an obvious
message, and the creativity of its
depiction is very modern.
(Note to audience: Turn your cell
phone off for the show or you will
be laughed at mercilessly during
intermission.)
McGarvey’s piece “Approaching
Infinity” showcases some of the
Workshop’s more experienced
dancers. The dreamlike dance will
leave you pondering great questions
of life. The end is mesmerizing and
powerful—both the music and the
movement of the dancers speeds up,
dragging the audience’s heartbeat
faster with them.
Enjoyment of Dance Workshop
doesn’t come from the pieces solely
described here—the entire show is a
pleasure. The hip-hop pieces have
an energy that is contagious, while
“I Am Not a Robot, Baby” made the
audience laugh out loud.
Cutts-Montgomery commented
on the variety of the show. “Rebecca’s
[piece] is a lot of people’s favorite
so far. It’s very interpretive, while
Alicia’s is the last and gives you
warm fuzzies. Dan’s is the comedy.
It’s his first time choreographing.
Of eleven pieces, five are [by] first
time choreographers, which is really
exciting for us.”
Free tickets for Nice Shoes . . .
Wanna Dance? are available at
the Worner Desk, and tickets are
required to get into the Workshop.
The venue for this performance is
Cossitt Gym, Friday at 7:30 p.m.
and Saturday at both 7 and 9 p.m.

Ellie Wood/Catalyst

Junior Rebecca Siegal practices her performance at the
dress rehearsal for Dance Workshop this weekend.
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Zach Gastout
Staff Writer-

“We’re going to see the president,” Patrick O’Sullivan
explained to the people in line as he and Tony Cammarata cut
to the front. They had their own special entrance at the front of
the crowd designated by the sign that read “Ski Patrol.”
None of the people who had already waited for at least
half an hour thought twice about letting those two into the
line. Minutes later, they were on the chair headed to the top
of the mountain, leaving an envious crowd of several hundred
below. The crisp chill of winter filled the morning air and
snow flurries fell gently from the grey sky, which had covered
the mountain in six inches of fresh snow the night before.
It is easy to see why being a member of ski patrol is a
coveted position in the Colorado ski industry.
“Did you see that micro slough?” O’Sullivan asked
Cammarata. His words became visible and then disappeared
over their shoulders in a puff of steam. The frozen sounds
were left to mingle with the falling snow as the two ascended
the mountain on the chairlift.
O’Sullivan is the ski patrol director of Arapahoe Basin ski
area, and Cammarata is his second-in-command. The fresh
snow from lasts night’s early season storm caused a miniature
avalanche on the steep terrain beside the lift. It was still
early season, and watching snow demonstrate avalanche-like
activity as it fell several feet off a rock reminded them of the
excitement to come.
“A-Basin is a Class A resort for slides,” said Cammarata.
Cammarata and O’Sullivan awaited the macro sloughs that
would arrive in the upcoming months with the excitement of
students on the last day of school. At this time, only part of the
mountain was open, and their job that day would generally be
limited to keeping the 3,000 skiers on the slopes from colliding
with one another.
As O’Sullivan and Cammarata arrived, one volunteer
patroller was already stationed at the top of the lift. Bill Hahn
winced as he watched another skier slip getting off of the
chairlift. At the top of the mountain, out-of-practice skiers
were rudely deposited onto a snow ramp as the chairs quickly
spun around and headed back to the bottom for another load.
Today it appeared that many of the people had either
forgotten how to keep their balance on skis over the summer
months or were just learning for the first time. Every second
chair featured someone who slipped and often took out the
legs of the other two passengers. Some of the victims of
gravity regained their feet—others resorted to crawling out of
the way in a panicked attempt to escape the next chair load of

A ski patroller at Arapahoe Basin combs the area for skiers and boarders who may have crossed
boundaries.

people that would momentarily be launched in their direction.
These pileups were unlikely to become much more than
entertainment, though. Hahn was stationed at the top of
Exhibition Lift to welcome people back for the season, snap
photos of groups, and occasionally step in to recover a pole
abandoned in the chaos of disembarking.
O’Sullivan and Cammarata left Hahn to his work while they
descended the mountain to do a ski-through. “A lot of our time
is spent handling ropes,” O’ Sullivan explained as he coiled the
excess line around his forearm from a fence he was removing
on this ski-through. The patrollers make regular trips down
the runs throughout the day, keeping an eye out for problems
with the equipment they use to keep skiers safe.
The bamboo poles strung between orange and black
rope that delineates boundaries frequently had to be

Most skiers and boarders do not understand the research and significance of
boundaries . . . at ski areas.

straightened where novice skiers and boarders had become
entangled. A neon orange sign needed to be turned around for
a second time that morning, thanks to a serial prankster. At
the moment the sign read “WOLS” from the uphill direction,
no longer accomplishing its purpose as a reminder for skiers
to control their speed.
With only two runs open, the slopes were quite crowded.
The skiers naturally exhibited a traffic jam effect, and were
usually well-behaved on their own. Cammarata theorized that
the people who have waited all summer to ski probably want
to savor their runs and make some turns. The skiers going
by carved back and forth in no hurry to get back to the crowd
below, which had extended past the roped-off lanes intended
to bring some order to the process of boarding the lifts.
The patrollers worked their way down the hill, moving
from one SLOW sign to the next.
“Sometimes they just need to see the cross,” said O’Sullivan,
patting the air in a gesture that warns skiers moving too fast
to slow down.
He was referring to the four white crosses on his jacket,
which allow the symbol of the National Ski Patrol (NSP) to
be visible from any direction. The patrollers at all ski resorts
across the nation are part of the nonprofit NSP organization.
The NSP was established in 1938, and since then has grown
to include over 26,000 members across the country. In 1980,
the organization was recognized by the U.S. Congress with a
federal charter for its commitment to maintaining the safety
of the public.
Members of the NSP may be professional or volunteerbased. Colorado’s resorts generally employ the help of both
groups. Professional and volunteer patrol members have the
same prerequisites for the job and usually work side by side.
The requirements include advanced skiing abilities, Outdoor
Emergency Care certification, and CPR certification. Because
of the work of the ski patrol and the other committed staff
members, the national average of skier accidents has dropped
to 3 injuries per 1,000 skiers. Today, the A-Basin patrol will
give only one toboggan ride to a woman complaining of
debilitating shoulder pains.
Since the creation of the NSP 68 years ago, ski patrol has
evolved with technology. O’Sullivan arrives at the resort at 5
a.m. every morning to check the data recorded by a mixture
of high- and low-tech equipment, which records the weather
and precipitation at the resort throughout the night. The fresh
snow has to be accurately reported on the resort’s website
early in the morning to attract potential customers. In the
darkness before dawn, O’Sullivan drove a snowmobile up to
mid-mountain, were the equipment is strategically located in
a stand of pines.
O’Sullivan returned to the equipment again at 1 p.m. to get
the updated weather information. He parked his snowmobile
beside a snow fence, which was installed over the previous
summer to help the glade of pines break the wind that buffet
the mountain in the afternoon. Following a path beyond the
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fence and into the clearing in the center of the pines, the air
became noticeably calmer. That afternoon, sun bathed the
clearing through a small tear in the clouds, caused in part
by the 13,050 ft. peak above. Snow fell from the tops of the
trees around the perimeter of the clearing; sixty feet up the
trunks, the branches of the pines still caught the wind. The
gusts up above freed the boughs from the burden of the night
before’s snow, sending small plumes drifting downward into
the clearing.
In the airy descent, the individual snow crystals caught and
refracted the afternoon sun. It was a dry snowfall the night
before, a fact the expensive equipment could confirm and
quantify.
O’Sullivan walked past the historic post used to measure
the depth of the mountain’s snow base. The post, with its
hand-drawn numbers and lines counting up to 125 inches,
is still useful as a comparative tool. “When the post reaches
60 inches, we know the East Wall is about ready to open,”
said O’Sullivan, referring to an extreme terrain area of the
mountain that requires a deep base to cover the jagged rocks
below the snow.
In the center of the clearing, located away from the reaches
of snow falling from the pines, stood an ETI machine. It is a
new addition to the weather station at A-Basin this season. At
the top of a 12 ft. aluminum pole, the machine has a sensor
surrounded by a halo of artificial icicles—further reducing
wind-caused error—that records the rate and water content of
any precipitation. That morning’s precipitation was 1.73mm/
hr, and the water content of the previous night’s snow was
probably around 10 percent water weight, which explained the
feathery characteristics.
The ski patrol at A-Basin has entered the age of technology.
Sensors in the glade and at the top of the mountain record
temperature, barometric pressure, and wind speeds. Sonar
devices have replaced the snow depth pole in measuring
the new snowfall and base depth. All of the information is
automatically relayed to computers in the ski patrol office at
the base of the mountain, where it is compiled in databases.
Snow science has made the 125 in. post obsolete. However,
the glade is a closed area to protect untracked snow for digging
pits and taking core samples when only hands-on observation
will accurately determine what is safe to ski and when.
With this information and the
electronic resources provided
by websites like fireweather.
info, which continually monitor
atmospheric conditions and predict
their meteorological significance,
ski patrol performs another
function: regulating access on the
mountain. Later in the season,
these resources will be useful in
avalanche control. As a result of
avalanche control by ski patrols
across the country, the number of in-bound avalanche deaths
has been reduced to three since 1991.
Most skiers and boarders do not understand the research
and significance of boundaries and closures at ski areas.
Patrollers frequently stop people who are attempting to access
closed terrain. Ski areas like A-Basin are located on national
forest land, and when told to turn back, these individuals are
often resentful. However, the national forest land within ski
area boundaries is not open to public access. The management
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The potential outcome of disregarding ski area boundaries at Arapahoe Basin.

of these areas by resorts requires special use permits. Through
these permits, national forest within the ski area boundaries is
legally under control of the resorts.
There are many hazards within ski area boundaries that are
not present throughout the rest of the backcountry. Unseen
dangers, such as the heavy winch cables for snow cats, are
stretched up and down closed hills and often lie treacherously

comply with ski area guidelines.
To reduce boundary violations, new legislation this year
has raised the fine for illegal entrance into closed areas. The
Colorado Ski Safety Act of 1979 establishes the responsibility
of the skier to ski safely and abide by the regulations of
the resort. When the act was updated this year, the fine for
violating these conditions was raised from $300 to $1,000.
Most offenders caught
on the slopes will not be
prosecuted. A stern lecture
from a patroller and a clipped
pass corner—for reference
in the event of a repeat
violation—will probably be
the outcome of a boundary
violation. Beyond this point,
suspension from the ski area
may be considered if another
infraction occurs.
Taking passes and imposing fines is not a pleasurable
component of a patroller’s job, but patrollers expect respect
for the services and expertise that they provide. Those who
choose not to comply with these guidelines are the ones that
will pay the hefty fine this year.
“Some people try to run, but no one is faster than Motorola,”
O’Sullivan said, tapping his radio. “If they make it to the
parking lot, we get the license plate and let the sheriff deal
with it.”

Those who choose not to comply with [the
ski patrollers] are the ones who will pay the
hefty fine this year.
only several inches under fresh snow. Even in closures beside
the open areas, there are invisible hazards beneath what looks
like inviting powder.
O’Sullivan warned one skier caught ducking back onto a
run under a boundary rope, “There [are] 17 inches of snow
over a talus field right there. You don’t want to ski that.” Once
the skier realized he had almost done serious damage to his
skis on the rocks of the talus field, he understood his mistake.
When presented with this line of logic, violators readily
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CC Grad Joins River Expedition in Canada
Jon Souter ’04 runs dangerous whitewater from source to sea
GeorGe Patten
Guest Writer

Amazing whitewater and pristine surroundings
beckoned a group of expedition kayakers this
fall to challenge the rapids of the Homathko
River in British Columbia.
The Wyoming- and Idaho-based team
included Jon Souter, a Colorado College
graduate from the class of 2004. The group
was also accompanied by big-water and
expedition pioneer Rob Lesser, who has
claimed first descents on several North
American rivers. Having the 61-year-old
kayak legend on board was a special addition
to the team.
The four-day journey brought them sixty
miles “source to sea” from interior British
Columbia to an insolated ocean inlet. At the
take-out, the mouth of the river is flanked by
the Homathko ice field, which is one of the
largest in Canada. Lack of road access to this
remote inlet required the group to return to
their starting point by seaplane.
The remoteness of the river combined
with its technical whitewater compelled the
team to attempt this difficult expedition.
The same reasons, however, have prevented
many similar missions because of the unique
challenges posed by running a multi-day river
trip in British Columbia’s wilderness.
The origin of the journey began where the
Homathko is little more than a small creek
spilling from the rim of a lake. However, the
river soon gains considerable difficulty as
additional flows from glacial streams infiltrate
the river periodically throughout its course.
By the second day of the expedition, the
team had already encountered substantial
Class IV and V whitewater. As the kayakers
navigated their way downstream, the river
narrowed into tight slot canyons where the
water had carved out steep rock walls on either
side. The team was often confined to the river
in these narrow slots and was forced to scout
long sections before continuing downstream.
“It was a fun way to run the river,” said
Souter, “but you had to remember your
lines.” Sections of river the group scouted
were sometimes more than a mile long,

Courtesy of Jon Souter

Kayaking legend Rob Lesser braves the rapids of the Homathko River in British Columbia.

requiring good memory of the river’s features.
Observing the river from a canyon rim that
was sometimes 150 feet high made identifying
the safe routes more complicated.
The team ended the second day directly
above some of the river’s most extreme
and un-runnable whitewater. Among these
rapids was a 60-foot waterfall that had to be
portaged. In places where rapids were too
dangerous to attempt, recognizing stopping
places for portaging became an absolute
necessity, Souter explained. Neglecting
these crucial exit points could result in severe
consequences.

Despite these obstacles, the team managed
to safely float the remainder of the Homathko’s
inner gorge and continue their advance to the
sea. As they approached their final destination,
the river began to mellow and form channels.
But even as the river was becoming
friendlier, the team was in no way past the
trips perils. Souter recalled one moment where
a diverging channel split two kayakers from
the team and put them face to face with some
of BC’s less friendly wildlife. “They noticed
that the river was getting shallower and that
on either side of them were two grizzly bears,”
recalled Souter.

The group eventually arrived at the Bute
Inlet along the mouth of the Homathko River,
all of them ready for their return flight. Apart
from amazing whitewater and epic scenery,
the concept of following a water body from its
source to its final destination was a powerful
experience for Souter. “You’re starting out at
this little creek and ending up at the sea,” he
said.
When asked if he will attempt another
descent of the Homathko, Souter said he has
plans of returning to kayak the Stikine River,
one of the most legendary and remote big
water rivers of North America.

Women’s Soccer Returns to NCAA Tournament After 15 Years
turner resor
Sports Editor

Women’s soccer finished their regular season this past weekend in
Dallas, Texas with an impressive 15–5–1 record.
The Tigers were in Texas competing for the Conference USA title.
The team performed outstandingly, defeating C-USA rivals University
of Texas El Paso and Southern Methodist University in the quarter and
semi-finals. While they fell one goal short of gold after an honorable
effort against University of Alabama-Birmingham, the team has little
time to look backward.
For the first time since 1991, the Colorado College women’s
soccer team has earned itself a golden ticket to the Division I NCAA
tournament.
The team received the thrilling news of their entry into the postseason tournament on Monday, the day after they finished second place
to the UAB Blazers in the Conference USA tournament.
For UAB, the tournament win meant an automatic entry into the
NCAA playoffs; for Colorado College, second place meant they would
be thrown into a pool of 64 other teams, of which only one will receive
the at-large bid and an entry into the tournament.
There was considerable tension between the end of the Conference
on Sunday and when the team received the news of their entry into the
Division I NCAA tournament. The Tigers were selected from all of the
Division I schools as the team who proved themselves throughout the
season to be competitors worthy of attending the largest tournament of
the year.
CC will not have to travel far for their first-round game against
Boulder this Friday at 2 p.m. The winner of that game, which will be
hosted by CU, will face the winner between University of Denver and
University of Kentucky on Sunday, and the winner of this game will
advance to the “sweet sixteen.”
CC students interested in acquiring tickets to these games can either
purchase them before the game at the gate or from the CU Athletics
Ticket Office. With a student ID, tickets are only $3.

Ellie Wood/Catalyst

The team received the thrilling news of their entry into the post-season
tournament on Monday, the day after they finished second place to the
UAB Blazers in the Conference USA tournament.
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Tiger Hockey Cleans Up At Home

SNOW REPORT

turner resor

Captain Carver

The CC Tiger Hockey team ascended from
the rut of a four-game losing streak this past
weekend by defeating the Michigan Tech
Huskies both Friday and Saturday night.
These two victories stand as the 15th and
16th consecutive wins against the Michigan
team on Tiger ice, and are also the team’s first
undefeated series of the season.
The Tigers’ success against the Huskies,
who are ranked 15th nationally, can be
attributed to the rock-solid performance of
senior goaltender Matt Zaba and to a few
changes within the team’s lineup.
At the weekend’s close, Zaba had a total
of 53 saves out of the 55 Husky shots on net.
This outstanding performance earned Zaba
the Red Baron WCHA Defensive Player of
the Week. The 53 saves put Zaba over 2,000
for total college career saves. Zaba holds the
9th highest number of saves in CC history.
A potent first line combination also aided
the Tigers in their domination this past
weekend. Juniors Jimmy Kilpatrick and Scott
McCulloch joined forces with sophomore

Cars returning to campus layered with
a light dry frosting, ridiculous grins,
languages that make no sense to the
normal student, and skiing and riding
porno on repeat. These are only a few of
the changes that CC students may begin
to notice as the cold breath of the ski
season draws nearer.
With the magic and joy of winter
just around the corner, there are many
important decisions that each person
must make in order to avoid pre-season
calamity. Should one unveil the new
board(s) that they purchased this summer,
or is it time for the ol’ reliable rock skis?
Where should one go to maximize their
“shredding of the gnar”? Hopefully, this
CC snow report will help you make the
right decision for all your skiing needs.

Guest Writer

Photos by Sam Cornwall

Above: Tiger players celebrate a spectacular play against the Huskies.
Below: Senior Matt Zaba patrols the ice.

center Chad Rau and created a terrorizing trio night’s game. The team went on to bury one
that secured each of them a goal in Friday more goal and soundly defeat the Huskies
4–1.
The game on Saturday proved to be more
of a challenge than the previous night’s match,
but the Tigers were able to capitalize on a few
golden opportunities and add one more win to
their season record, currently 5–4–1.
During the first period, sophomore Chad
Rau netted the Tigers’ first goal during a power
play. The next goal came in the second period
when defenseman Lee Sweatt was able to turn
a Husky forecheck around and feed freshman
wing Addison Deboer with a pass up center
ice. Deboer carried the puck alone against the
Husky keeper and maneuvered it to the back
of the net, closing the door on a successful
weekend for Tiger Hockey.
This coming weekend, the Tigers hope to
carry their momentum into two home games
against Minnesota State University. The first
game will be Friday at 7:37 p.m., and the
second on Saturday at 7:07 p.m.

KEySTONE:
Snow Fall - Last 24 hrs: 1”
Annual Total: 45”
Lifts Open: River Run,
Gondola, Montezuma Express,
and Dercum Summit Carpet
COPPER MOuNTAiN:
Snow Fall - Last 24 hrs: 2”
Annual Total: 39”
Lifts Open: Storm King, Super
Bee, American Eagle, and
Excelerator
WOLF CREEK:
Snow Fall - Summit Base
Depth 31 inches; Midway Base
Depth 20 inches
*Received 6 inches on
Saturday
Terrain open: 75%
*Possible snow showers in
Summit County Thursday and
Friday night.
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Quit for a LIFETIME!
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t has always been a given that the
Republican Party is the “moral”
party. They are pro-life, they
support family values, and they
are the party of little league and
patriotism and good old fashioned,
down-to-earth
hospitality.
So why, then, is there the
growing impression that the current
Republican Party is so vastly
different from the ideal that they
put forth? Why is no one further
from the Republican ideal than Jack
Abramoff or Mark Foley or Duke
Cunningham or George W. Bush?
It does not add up. I try to see
the good intentions in Republicans
like John McCain who are more
or less honest and dependable, but
they are outweighed by the growing
number of Republicans who frankly

Mike Best • Alexandra Blumenfeld •

spying on the American people
are not on my list of virtuous and
morally upright behavior. Bush
promotes himself as a homegrown,
laid-back, honest country boy,
but what is there in him or in
any of his friends that backs up
this image? The ruling party has
crafted an image of high moral
rectitude that its own leaders
do not follow, and it has taken
too long for the majority of U.S.
voters to acknowledge that fact.
Of course, the Democrats have
their problems, too. As in every
political party, there is corruption
and there are irresponsible people
who make corruption possible.
But the Democrats were not the
moralizers—the good guys who
promised to ride into Washington
to “throw the bums out.” They
have not fabricated the illusion of

perfection that the Republicans
have succeeded in creating, which
makes them less dangerous.
In retrospect, it is absurd that
in 2000 the Republicans ran on a
platform to “clean up Washington.”
They pulled the wool over enough
eyes then, and it has taken far
too long for us to take it off.
There comes a point when
idealism and patriotism just do not
cut it. Sometimes bad leaders are
just bad leaders, and there is no
other way to spin it. Sometimes,
even when the principles are good,
the people behind the principles
are not who they pretend to be.
If there was a moral compass
that
guided
Republican
leadership in the past, it is now
damaged beyond recognition.

The Price of High Expectations in the Political World
Emma CalabrEsE

Hutchins • Brenna Swift
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHERS

are not who they pretend to be.
Duke Cunningham accepting
millions of dollars in bribes does
not reflect the virtues promoted
by the Republican Party. Corrupt
lobbyists like Jack Abramoff do
not instill confidence when we are
told they are the best and brightest
in a party that is supposed to
stand for moral uprightness.
Mark Foley’s advances towards
teenage pages hardly represent
the principles he professes. And
our “compassionate conservative”
president and his staff have put us
into a situation in Iraq through lies
and the manipulation of public fear,
leaving in his administration’s wake
the loss of innocent Iraqi civilian
and American military lives.
Pulling this country needlessly
into a war by lying about weapons
of mass destruction and illegally
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hat ever happened to the good
ol’ heterosexual scandal? It’s
not even a scandal anymore unless
someone tumbles from grace and into
the seriously taboo. A scandal these
days has to be really scandalous. A
simple corruption charge might land
you on the local news. If you want
national media attention, you’ve got
to go big.
Child predation makes the
list—so does an evangelical pastors’
penchant for methamphetamines and
gay sex. I wonder if the Gary Hart
Monkey Business debacle would be
passed off as good clean extramarital
fun if it had happened this year. The
heterosexual scandal appears to be
gaining the moral high ground. Bill
Clinton looks pretty decent in the
wake of today’s redefined scandal.

In Tuesday’s election, the GOP
lost at least four congressional seats
tied to scandals. Despite televisions
ads apologizing for his affair with
Cynthia Ore, Pennsylvania Rep.
Don Sherwood was defeated by
Chris Carney. In Ohio, Republican

If you want national media attention, you’ve
got to go big.
contender Joy Padgett had the
pleasure of running for Bob Ney’s
old seat, a seat that had been held
by Republicans for 30 years. Alas,
the customary conservative lean
couldn’t overcome the stigma of
Ney’s corruption charges, and Padget
lost to Democrat Zack Space.
Democrats were essentially

handed the16th District of Florida,
the seat held by Mark Foley since
1995. Foley stepped down as
House Representative September
29 amid allegations that he had sent
sexually explicit emails to teenage
congressional pages. Rep. Curt
Weldon of Pennsylvania was denied
reelection for his 11th term after
reports indicated that he was being
investigated for corruption.
With the impeccable record
we demand from public officials,
perhaps it’s no wonder we’re
trending toward the scandalous.
We want politicians with sterling
academic records, charisma, and
moral fiber. The demands are
practically inhuman. When do the
politicians get to have their fun?
When does Bill get to inhale?
Shouldn’t a lifetime walking the
straight and narrow have its perks?

I’m not talking about the soul’s
reward for morality here. Sure you
receive fame and get the opportunity
to influence public policy, but that’s
not much fun. What’s fun is having
Internet sex with 16-year-old boys .
. . well, maybe not.
But all work and no play makes
Foley a dull boy, and maybe a lifetime
of scrutiny creates pathology. Are
we electing the wrong people? Is
the process of being elected part of
the problem? Is scandal merely the
result of having a magnifying glass
held over a life for too long? We will
never cease to be fascinated by it,
and the more sensational, the more
fascinating. It’s been a wonderfully
juicy past couple of months, but I just
can’t imagine the scandal that will
outdo a meth-snorting evangelical
pastor who pays for gay sex. I’m just
tingling in anticipation.

Is academic freedom as fragile as ever? Only if we make it so…
brEnna sWift
Staff Writer

I

n Packard Hall last Thursday, November 2, Michael
Bérubé delivered a lecture entitled “Academic Freedom:
Fragile as Ever?” Bérubé is a professor of literature at
Pennsylvania State University, has written for The New
Yorker and Village Voice, and maintains a popular blog. He
has emerged as one of the most powerful voices in the debate
on higher education in the United States. His most recent
book—What’s Liberal About the Liberal Arts— is a response
to conservative claims that the academe is “liberally biased.”
Bérubé sounded like a pretty interesting fellow to me, and
academic freedom has become one of my special interests. So I
decided on a whim to attend the lecture. No sooner had I walked
into Packard Hall than I noticed I was one of the only students
present. At first, I wondered why only faculty had seen fit to
show up. But it didn’t take me long to discern the reasons, we
students’ mountains of homework and busy social lives aside.
Michael Bérubé’s lecture was obviously intended only for
those with doctoral degrees. I’m not sure why I didn’t anticipate
this. But in any case, the arguments were inaccessible to
students—in more ways than one! Bérubé’s rhetorical style was
. . . well, a bit meandering and difficult to follow. His speech was
laced with references to philosophers, politicians, and other
historical figures probably concerned most with literary theory.
I’m not the brightest and have never taken a literary theory
course, so I quickly became confused. The genius professors
around me kept laughing at Bérubé’s subtle wisecracks,
and I stayed awkwardly silent. But I was able to understand
Bérubé’s main points of contention: that conservatives are
wrongly characterizing campuses as the “fiefdoms” of “liberal
dictator professors” and that this attitude is threatening
both academia and democracy in America. All in the name
of liberty, some conservative politicians have tried to push
through legal measures that would actually limit academic
freedom by forcing universities to answer to the government.
I agree with Bérubé’s outraged stance on this. In fact,
I feel that it is probably the beginning of a very sinister
trend in U.S. politics—the titling of a law by one principle
(like Florida’s “Academic Freedom Bill of Rights”), the
use of it for the opposite purpose. There should be no

limits on academic inquiry, no censorship in university
publications. That said, I want to highlight a few of the
shortcomings in Bérubé’s approach—flaws that made it
difficult for me, as a student, to empathize with his plight.
In addition to Bérubé’s complicated rhetoric, his constant
use of the labels “conservative,” “liberal,” and “leftist”
obscured the real question at hand. I find it really sad that
these political divisions still define so much of American
life—even its academic institutions. Different factions hurl
the designations at each other in a juvenile name-calling
game. And although he condemned all criticism of his own

By defending academic
freedom as distinct from
politics and simultaneously placing so much
emphasis on political
alignment, [Bérubé] is
doing little to improve
the situation.
political sentiments, Bérubé sure participated in this game.
You might argue that I’m being naïve in assuming that
political alignment—conservative, moderate, or liberal—
doesn’t matter so much. I see your point, but political
battles just shouldn’t be the overarching forces in our lives.
Especially not our academic ones. So in a way, Bérubé
is buying into the very destruction he’s trying to stop.
By defending academic freedom as distinct from politics
and simultaneously placing so much emphasis on political
alignment, he is doing little to improve the situation.
Bérubé’s debates with other scholars quickly become mired
in petty accusations. In an argument with his nemesis David
Horowitz, posted online in all its gory detail, silly insults
flew. “Today’s Chronicle of Higher Education has an article
by Michael Bérubé, normally a fulminating leftist, on the

subject of the fifth column anti-war left—but of course, he
doesn’t call it that,” begins Horowitz in his blog. “The article
is pompously (and Marxistly) called ‘Towards an Ideal
Anti-War Movement: Mature, Legitimate and Popular’.”
Bérubé responds, “Thanks for reading my essay
on the anti-war movement so seriously—you know
you fulminate much more energetically and frantically
than almost anyone, but I appreciate your taking
the time to read one of my lesser fulminations.”
“Dear Michael,” begins Horowitz’s rejoinder. “Nice of
you to send me a civil email.” So starts a heated argument
in which “fulminating” and “Marxistly” are substituted
for more typical oaths. In this case, it’s quite obvious that
their obsession with political alignment is only destructive.
I would expect that professors and their critics, both smart
groups of people, would know how to look beyond all that.
Finally, Bérubé excluded university students themselves
from his discussion on academic freedom. In his rather selfrighteous scheme of things, it was all about the professors. When
undergraduate students were mentioned, they were blamed and
ridiculed. Bérubé cited the complaints filed by students on his
own campus, one of which centered on a “sexually explicit”
remark made by a professor in class. He completely disregarded
these grievances, laughing them away as immaturity.
I am by no means siding with conservatives, but I think
that there is a very subtle distinction between academic
freedom in research and the more public environment of the
classroom. I’ve heard professors make sexual references
so explicit that my eyes popped right out of my head.
And many such sexual comments concerned the female
body. Does the principle of academic freedom make this
excusable? These instructors mustn’t be punished with
the law, but they should nonetheless be encouraged to
respect their students. Academic freedom, while sacred,
shouldn’t entail a complete free-for-all in the classroom.
To conclude, I believe that the broad premises
Bérubé put forth are valid, just not his approach to
formulating or delivering them. But all these criticisms
aside, he is quite an interesting character! And passionate
involvement is always much braver than silence or apathy.
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Supporting the Invisible Children of Uganda’s Civil War
AmeliA AAron
Guest Writer

T

he boy’s face is only half lit by the
glow of the small kerosene lamp.
He has, until this moment, remained
silent, simply watching. Now he looks
up from the inches of dirty water he
sleeps in, up into the black of the
cavernous ceiling of the passageway
in which he spends his nights.
“Do you think if you go there
you can not forget about us? You
have the tape . . . if after one month
you can watch and remember about
us right away . . .” he says, in broken
English, “maybe you won’t forget.
His name is Tony, and he is one
of as many as 40,000 children in
Northern Uganda who trek upwards
of 10 weary miles each night,
journeying from their small villages
into the city of Gulu in a desperate
attempt to escape abduction,
torture, and murder at the hands of
an army that has been terrorizing
their country for the last decade.
He shares his nights of uncertainty
with thousands of other children just
like himself, sleeping in whatever
makeshift shelter he can find.
The cause of this nightly flight is
a cult-like military group called the
Lord’s Resistance Army, or LRA.
Led by fanatic Joseph Kony—a man
who claims connection with the
Holy Spirit—the LRAs insurgency
against the Ugandan government has
become an exercise in terrorizing the
children of Northern Uganda and
the subject of Invisible Children,
a documentary that has launched a
movement protesting the Ugandan
situation. Youth aged 8 through 15
are targeted for abduction by Kony’s
brutal militia, which currently has
no evident political designs. After
undergoing atrocious cruelties at the
hands of their captors, the abductees
are transformed from children
into efficient and shockingly
violent soldiers, wielding rifles,
machetes, and hand grenades.
This crisis, along with its young
victims, might have continued to
go unseen and ignored but for the

reel of videotape that three young
men videotaping Tony took back
to America. And they didn’t—and
couldn’t—forget Tony. They took
their tape and turned it into a
youth movement tens of thousands
strong, a movement that has taken
the once unseen crisis of those
40,000 children to the steps of the
United States Capitol; a movement
that has rallied the voices of
American youth and given hope to
children halfway across the globe.
Tony is probably around 17 now;
he was perhaps 14 when Jason Russell,
Bobby Bailey, and Laren Poole,
three film students from California,
filmed him in Invisible Children.
He was only 13 years old when
he and his brother were kidnapped
by the LRA along with their older
brother, who soon after was murdered
in front of their eyes to initiate them
into the militia. He was only 13
years old when he was handed a
gun and forcefully conscripted into
Joseph Kony’s rebel army, which
has kidnapped an estimated 30,000
children over the last 20 years and
forced them to become child soldiers,
enlisting them into a childhood of
brutal violence and unbelievable
suffering
and
exploitation.
“I cannot find any other part of
the world having an emergency on
the scale of this region with so little
international attention,” says Jan
Egeland, United Nations UnderSecretary-General for Humanitarian
Affairs, on the crisis in Northern
Uganda. This is a place where the
LRA specifically targets boys and
girls as young as eight years old for
lives as expendable soldiers or sex
slaves, where escapees of this violent
army frequently report having been
forced to torture or murder friends
and family members as a part of brutal
indoctrination into the fighting force.
These children are used as
disposable resources and pushed
to the front lines of a war they
did not begin; they are, as the
documentary notes, “both the
victims and the weapons in
the war in Northern Uganda.”

Courtesy of http://store.bandfarm.com/invisible_children/images/icdvd.jpg

Global Night Commute supporters on April 29, 2006.

Violence and terror are a way
of life for the children of Northern
Uganda; as Dan Kidega, a member
of the Ugandan Parliament, notes in
the documentary, “These children
live absolutely above fear. Fear is an
understatement.” When confronted
with row upon row of children
sleeping in the rain in gutters or
huddled under verandas, filmmakers
Russell, Bailey, and Poole were
moved to act. The result was
Invisible Children, which has been
screened all over the country, viewed
by an estimated 400,000, and incited
a revolution in youth activism
This revolution took shape on
April 29 of last year, when nearly
80,000 American youth took to the
streets in an event promoted with
the tagline, “For one night, they are
closing their eyes to open the world’s.”
But the event was much more
than an outdoor slumber party.
Invisible Children’s “Global Night
Commute” saw hundreds of teens
crowding sidewalks in cities all
over America, some decked out in
prom dresses, others in baseball
caps and ripped jeans, all with
hands and voices raised, eager to
reach out to children who thought
they had been long forgotten.
The Global Night Commute
was, by any means, a success. In
136 cities, youth cheered and sang,
prayed and wrote letters to the United
States government urging action to
end the crisis in Northern Uganda.
Why has one film resonated
so deeply with American youth?
Invisible Children activist Catherine
Ferguson, who recently hosted a
screening at Denver University
attended by 130 people, thinks she
knows the answer. “Our youth are
trapped in a consumer culture filled
with mixed messages about what
constitutes value and self-worth.
They are desperately seeking ways
to have a voice, make an impact,
and discover purpose for their lives
that goes beyond what brand of shoe
they wear or beverage they drink.
This movement provides them with
the opportunity to be heard, create
change, and craft their own definition
of self worth,” said Ferguson.
The documentary and subsequent
movement does indeed allow youth
who may have once thrown up their
hands wondering at the futility of
ever affecting anything more than
the local mall revenues to take
action, and encourages the potential
activist in every teen to use their

talent, creativity, and passion to
raise money and awareness.
The film also makes an
international
crisis
seem
heartbreakingly local, humanizing
the victims of a disastrous situation
until detachment is no longer an
option. “First and foremost, the only
difference between American youth
and Ugandan youth is location and
circumstance, so they can relate
to each other. No one wants to
see an innocent fellow human
being suffer, particularly when
that person could easily be you,”
Ferguson explained concerning
the documentary’s effectiveness.
The film does somehow make
children living in a veritable hell
on Earth relatable—varying footage
shows smiling, energetic boys
grooving and laughing along to
popular hip-hop songs, and one clip
has a boy named Jacob musing on
who the current reincarnation of
Tupac might be before he nods off

Courtesy of images.google.com

humanitarian and peacekeeping aid
to the civilians of Northern Uganda.
The report, finalized six months
later on February 2, 2006, commented
at length on these issues and also
made far more chilling findings. A
section on LRA Activities prefaces
a documentation of “only two of
hundreds of examples” of brutalities
committed by Kony’s army by
stating that “it is difficult to overstate
the depredations wreaked upon the
civilian population by the LRA.”
But Invisible Children and
their soldiers for peace do not take
news of further atrocities lying
down. Since the Global Night
Commute, they have begun their
“World Tour—five Winnebagos and
screenings wherever we can have
them,” according the organization’s
website. Two weeks ago, on October
9 and 10, Invisible Children headed
the 2006 Northern Uganda Lobby
Day and Symposium in Washington,
D.C, an event meant to keep

These children are used as
disposable resources and pushed to
the front lines of a war they did not
begin.
to sleep in an abandoned hospital,
surrounded by several hundred
other children. “Hmmm, Ja-rule?”
he hypothesizes, a mischievous
grin lighting his face, making him
look—for a moment—like a child
who doesn’t carry the burden of
constant fear on his thin shoulders.
Whatever the reason for the
film’s success, the message it carries
hasn’t stopped with America’s
youth. “Washington is a place of a
thousand issues and a few priorities,”
explained Minnesota Senator Norm
Coleman to the documentary’s
creators in a clip on Invisible
Children’s Website. “Your film—
your efforts—raise consciousness.”
In a tangible manifestation of
this new awareness, the Senate,
on the very day the Global Night
Commute took place, drafted the
Northern Uganda Crisis Response
Act, which passed unanimously
and was signed into law eight days
later. The resolution mandates a
report covering the current situation
in Northern Uganda, the supporters
of the LRA, and the major obstacles
posed by the LRA in supplying

awareness of Northern Uganda at the
forefront of policy makers’ minds.
And on the ground in Northern
Uganda, Invisible Children has set
up the “Invisible Children Education
Program,”
providing
shelter,
food, and education to the once
unseen youth of Northern Uganda.
The conflict in Northern Uganda
has not come to an end. But neither
have the compassion and activism of
American youth. This movement is
not a fad destined to cycle out when
the next big thing hits storefronts.
As hundreds of youth stated in the
Invisible Children documentary,
“We have seen our country change
minds and change history. We
are demanding justice. We are
starting with Northern Uganda.”
Hopefully, they will not stop.
The Amnesty International Club
at Colorado College screens the
Invisible Children documentary
on the first Wednesday every other
block, in the WES room in downstairs
Worner at 7:30 p.m. You can also
join and support the movement
at
www.invisiblechildren.com.
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK:
“I bought meth . . . but I threw it away.”

Liza Murray, ’06
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